
AN ANALYSIS OF JILT IN THE JILTING OF GRANNY WEATHERALLL

and find homework help for other The Jilting of Granny Weatherall questions at of Granny Weatherall," how has Granny
Weatherall lived to overcome the jilt? Actually, I believe a careful analysis of the story indicates that she has in no way.

Cornelia will always remind her of George. After she was jilted at the altar by George, Granny Weatherall
married John, who died young, leaving her with several children to care for. She has good memories:
memories of her children, memories of her husband, and memories of her silly father: "Her father had lived to
be one hundred and two years old and had drunk a noggin of strong hot toddy on his last birthday Related
Posts:. Though this may be true that Granny has persevered the reader is still left with a sense that Granny has
repressed her feelings about how she felt after George abandoned her. Porter may also be using the setting of
the story to explore the theme of paralysis. Read an in-depth analysis of Granny Weatherall. She could not
remember any other sorrow because this grief wiped them all away. Though Granny Weatherall t And in her
last moments of life, Granny thinks of Hapsy preparing to give birth. The reason why I chose this particular
short story was that it reminded me of my grandfather, who had a huge impact on my life, and as reading this
short story of Granny Weatherall, memories of him filled up in my head With more understanding of the story
now, it is much easier to consider the how Granny's actions are acceptable rather than rash at times. Cite Post
McManus, Dermot. She thinks of events that made her stronger: digging holes for fence posts, "riding country
roads in the winter when women had their babies" , taking care of sick animals and sick children. Granny's
strong character and personality reminded me of my own grandfather, who had the same character as Granny
Weatherall. The story was eventually made into a movie directed by Randa Haines. Jimmy asks Granny for
business advice. Not only has Granny lost George and her husband John but she has also lost a daughter,
Hapsy. The times she was "jilted" are pouring out of her memories, releasing themselves and allowing her the
peaceful death she so desires. The Sitting Bee, 30 May. It may also be important that for most of the story,
despite the doctor being called and the priest coming to the house, Granny does not appear to accept that she is
dying. At the time the story was written many women who became pregnant out of wedlock ended up getting
married, though did not necessarily marry the father of their unborn child. Cornelia loves her mother and is
devastated by the prospect of her death. Granny Weatherall has been in some way deceived or disappointed in
every love relationship of her life.


